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The Rich Heritage 
of The Port of 
New York  
New Jersey

But commerce is not the only attribute of the harbor and
port. It is used for recreation and transportation as well.
Marinas, landings and docks dot the harbor littoral; while
tourists and sightseers cruise past some of our country’s
most important monuments. New York harbor is 650
square miles of diverse habitat supporting hundreds of
species of finfish, shellfish and birds; and a major commuter
byway as ferries and water taxis carry millions 
to and from their places of work. In sum, the harbor is a
precious natural, aesthetic, recreational and commercial
resource for the 20 million citizens who live nearby.

&
The Port of New York and New Jersey has a rich maritime
heritage. It is strategically located on New York Harbor,
which played a critical role in our country’s history. Long
before the Europeans arrived, the indigenous population
of the region recognized the value of the abundant wildlife
inhabiting the tributaries, shorelines and harbor. Before
there were paved streets and schoolhouses in the New
World, there were docks. The harbor became the North
American gateway for passengers and cargo. By the 
end of the American Revolution, the New York port was 
a critical marketplace for all manner of domestic and
international goods. The opening of the Erie Canal in
1825 turned this port into an economic dynamo. As the
decades passed, changes in commerce and transporta-
tion were seen around the world.  But in 1956, container-
ization forever changed the way goods move around the
world; and that event occurred right here in this port.

Today, the various stevedoring terminals that form the
port continue the tradition - moving cargo that supports
the businesses and population of the area, as well as the
rest of North America - serving a full third of the U.S. pop-
ulation. The New York/New Jersey region is one of the
largest and wealthiest consumer markets in the world.
Billions of dollars worth of cargo flow through the port,
and billions of dollars of taxes are generated by the port.
In fact, the port is one of the largest contributors to the
region's Gross Domestic Product. It is the largest and
busiest port on the east coast; it is the fifth largest cruise
vessel origin and destination; and it is number one in the
U.S. for petroleum imports. These numbers tell an
impressive story: the port is the underpinning of all the
other industries and commercial activity in the region. 
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“We are faced with a delicate balance: to preserve this great natural resource for future

generations, without diminishing its economic importance to the region. 

We can meet this challenge…a clean environment and 

economic development can be compatible.”

—Frank M. McDonough, Esq., President
New York Shipping Association

The port today is very different from the harbor
that Henry Hudson sailed. The world has
changed, and along with the technological
advances, we have grown aware of the need to
temper our actions in order to sustain, protect,
and restore the environment and insure a sus-
tainable infrastructure for the future. 

In an increasingly global economy, international
trade continues to grow. This brings larger ves-
sels with more cargo to our port. The result has
been an expansion of our “landside” operation to
accommodate the growth. The ripple effect con-
tinues as truck and rail traffic to and from the port
grows. This entire cycle of cargo movement has
tremendous economic benefits to the region but
can also present challenges if the growth is not
carefully managed.

Sustainability was defined in 1987 at the World
Commission on Environment and Development
as “development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.” For the
New York Shipping Association, sustainability is
a challenge that has been incorporated into its
core operating principles.
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Terminal Operations  
Equipment Go Green 

Port Initiatives 

The New York Shipping Association's members have
made great environmental strides over the past 10 years,
and, like many other ports across the country, we contin-
ue to work voluntarily toward a greener operation.
Significant renovations have been made on many termi-
nal facilities; and terminal operators have made enor-
mous investments in new equipment to produce more
efficient operations.  Much of the newly acquired equip-
ment can run on alternative power and cleaner fuels.

Changes to equipment and terminal operations over a
five year period have resulted in a 45% reduction of air
emissions per ton of cargo. Some of the initiatives that
contribute to this success include the institution of no
idling zones in many port areas.  There is a now a limit
of 20 minutes for yard equipment idling.  Many pieces of
equipment incorporate automatic shut-offs to assure that
this goal is met. All new equipment purchases will have
this technology; and all yard equipment now operates on
ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel. 

Electronic gate systems and extended gate hours allow
more efficient cargo flow and result in lower emissions.
On-port cargo handling vehicles are becoming greener.
This includes modernization of the equipment fleet to
meet more stringent standards through a planned equip-
ment replacement program. 

Diesel engines often contribute to poor air quality, as
older engines and dirtier fuels emit high levels of particu-
lates and oxides of nitrogen (NOx), which is a precursor
to ozone.  In and around ports, equipment operating
diesel engines includes cargo-handling equipment,
trucks, locomotives, tugboats, ferries, and ships. NYSA
has facilitated a discussion group for terminal operators
to help them evaluate the use of various environmental
initiatives.  Alternative energy sources are being tested
and new technologies implemented, including electric
cranes in lieu of diesel, plug-in locomotives, hybrid and
hydraulic equipment and LNG powered equipment. 

&
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Interestingly, while some may perceive the port to be a
major cause of air pollution, two air quality reports pro-
vided to the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
(Starcrest LLC, 2002 and 2004) reflected tremendous
improvements in air emissions as a result of terminal
redevelopment and equipment replacement. The reports
found that port terminal operators and cargo vessels
constitute only one percent of the emissions in the
Northern New Jersey air shed. 

NYSA recently conducted a carbon footprint assessment
to provide a baseline to pinpoint greenhouse gas emis-

sions from the commercial marine vessels operating
within the port, port-related equipment and also from fuel
burning sources at six commercial marine terminals, five
auto marine terminals and associated locomotives
which are part of the port.  This is an ongoing process,
which will help NYSA target future emission reductions. 

In addition, a cruise terminal in New York Harbor is par-
ticipating in a cold ironing demonstration project in
cooperation with the Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey and other agencies.
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Using Trains      Marine Highways

The Greening of Cargo Movement: 
&

Because this port primarily serves the region that lies with-
in an overnight drive, the process of moving cargo from the
port to your door has been heavily reliant on trucks for
many decades. However, we recognize that other modes of
transport can do the job with much less impact on air qual-
ity and that even necessary truck movements can be man-
aged to reduce environmental impacts. NYSA supports
planning programs which improve efficiencies, reduce
truck movements, and encourage the regional movement
of cargo by water and rail. If 10% of the cargo currently
moved by truck were moved by rail, the fuel savings would
exceed one billion gallons per year. NYSA and the Port
Authority seek to increase the percentage moved by rail
from the present 11% to 25%.

The American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) estimate that annual
greenhouse gas emissions would fall by 12 million tons if
every 10% of long haul freight that is currently moved by
truck were moved by rail. Recognizing that one freight train
takes the equivalent of several hundred trucks off the 
highways, NYSA has supported the development of sever-
al important programs and has provided incentives to
move cargo by rail instead of truck. This has resulted in a
significant measurable increase of rail cargo movement.
Each rail car can carry twice the number of containers
as a truck and consumes much less fuel.

Freight railroad fuel efficiency has risen 80% since 1980.
Railroads are investing in “cleaner and greener” technolo-
gies to improve fuel efficiency, which include new locomo-
tives, locomotive monitoring systems, training, information
technology, and idle reduction technology.  Based on the
increased efficiency, Class I freight railroads used 3.3 billion
fewer gallons of fuel and emitted 37 million less tons 
of carbon dioxide in 2006 as compared to the same trains
in 1980. 

There are several programs that make use of rail to move
cargo. The largest single air quality program implemented
by NYSA is the Rail Incentive Program. The volume of
cargo moved by rail in this port has tripled over the last

Liberty Corridor
NYSA designed the original Liberty Corridor pro-
gram and, with one of its members taking the
lead, worked with U.S. Senator Robert Menendez
(then Congressman) to get funding from
Congress. It is a multifaceted economic develop-
ment and transportation strategy that combines
road, rail, harbor and terminal improvements;
new freight movement strategies; brownfields
redevelopment; and incentives to spur the con-
tinued growth of New Jersey's manufacturing,
goods movement, academic, research and
development sectors. More than 20 public and
private sector partners, including NYSA, have
joined to share resources and create a coordi-
nated program.  When fully implemented,
Liberty Corridor will address critical national
and regional economic and transportation
needs. In 2007, $87 million was allocated to
seven New York/New Jersey port related proj-
ects through this program. 
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The Greening of Cargo Movement, continued...

decade. By providing financial incentives to use rail, more
cargo has been shifted away from our roadways. As noted
above, 11% of the container movements are now by rail
and the number is continually increasing. 

The Port Authority's ExpressRail program has also
decreased the amount of cargo shipped by truck. At a cost
of hundreds of millions of dollars, the Port Authority has
created a dedicated on-dock rail facility at each major con-
tainer terminal. Cargo goes from ship to rail, eliminating
truck transport. This takes a significant number of trucks off
the road each year.  

NYSA has also been a strong advocate for the Marine
Highway System, which utilizes barges and other vessels
on inland and coastal waterways. Here, too, NYSA has
collaborated with the Port Authority and has provided
financial incentives for moving regional cargo by barge
instead of truck, thus reducing the roadway burden. 

We continue to advocate for programs like the Rail
Shuttle, in which existing (but under-utilized) rail lines are
used to move cargo from the port to warehouse and dis-
tribution complexes like Raritan Center and New Jersey
Turnpike Exit 8A. Funding from the NJDOT for a Rail Shuttle
program could eliminate many regional truck trips.

Cargo movement by road 
produces four times the 
emissions as movement 
by rail and water
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Smart Land Use Planning 
Makes The Port a Good Neighbor

The environmental impact of ports is often exacerbated by the fact that they are concentrated in densely
populated areas. NYSA has developed initiatives like the Port Support Zone and the Freight Village con-
cept in order to minimize the impact of the port and its related activities from nearby urban areas. A Port
Support Zone is a special district which clusters services needed for freight management (warehouse,
distribution, secure truck parks, maintenance and repair facilities, e.g.) with designed environmental bar-
riers to separate these commercial/industrial activities from nearby residential neighborhoods. This con-
cept is of particular interest in a densely populated state like New Jersey, as it can satisfy the full range
of environmental, economic and social challenges typically created by industrial activities and associat-
ed truck traffic normally scattered throughout older urban areas. NYSA is working with its port partners
and the affected communities to create freight logistics areas near the port. 

The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey Portfields program provides government support for estab-
lishing warehouse and distributions centers on former industrial sites. This helps clean up contaminated
sites and provides needed facilities near the ports. In conjunction with the New Jersey Department of
Transportation Portway Program, it also reduces vehicle miles and street turns traveled by trucks, reduces
energy consumption, and improves air quality. Combined with secure electrified truck parks, an NYSA cre-
ated program, these programs are yet another way to cluster maritime and supply chain support servic-
es and reduce environmental impact.



Partnerships
The New York-New Jersey Harbor Estuary is a complex
ecological system in the middle of a major urban center
and port. NYSA is proud of its involvement with the
Harbor Estuary Program (HEP) for more than 15 years.
The group's goal is to scientifically analyze issues with-
in the estuary and develop solutions that are both envi-
ronmentally and economically responsible. The port is
seen as an integral and complementary part of the estu-
ary. Issues related to the port include:  reduction of con-
taminated sediments in the harbor, control of the sedi-
ment entering the harbor to protect the shallow water
habitats without impairing navigation; and insuring that
navigation projects (such as dredging) in the harbor are
designed and implemented in an environmentally sensi-
tive manner. 

The Hudson River Foundation advocates for the restora-
tion of natural habitats and wetlands throughout the har-
bor to enhance the overall health and well-being of the
resource that supports the port. NYSA is proud to partner
with the Foundation and others on HEP and several of its

initiatives such as the recently completed CARP study
which was designed to assess the source, transport and
fate of contaminants in the waterways. As stated in a pre-
vious NYSA environmental document, we view the harbor
as a “Living Resource and a Resource for Living.”  NYSA
supports the goals of HEP and will continue to work
toward the protection of the harbor through these efforts.

Navigation dredging in New York Harbor has been nec-
essary since the late eighteen hundreds. This region is a
national leader in the development of dredged material
management technologies and the beneficial uses of
dredged material. Through organizations and groups
such as the Dredged Material Management Integration
Workgroup, the Dredged Material Management Team,
and the Dredging Project Facilitation Task Force, NYSA
and its members have participated in, advocated for, and
supported the funding of these projects; and continue to
work closely with the various state and federal agencies
involved in harbor dredging and associated natural
resource restoration projects.  
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One ton of cargo can travel 
400 miles on one gallon of 
fuel when moved by rail

Given the legacy of contamination from our nation's
industrial history, it is not unreasonable to consider one
secondary benefit of the Harbor Deepening Project as
restoring at least those portions of our navigation chan-
nels currently under construction and permanently
removing those contaminated materials from our water-
ways.

We are also proud to partner with and support groups
such as the Metropolitan Waterfront Alliance, the
Working Harbor Committee, the New Jersey Marine
Sciences Consortium, the Monmouth University
Coastal Institute, Stevens Institute of Technology, the
Baykeeper as well as other organizations to achieve our
mutual environmental goals. We are especially pleased
to have attracted a new group of port supporters through
our sponsorship of “Our Hudson Home,” an interactive
exhibit at Liberty Science Center which highlights the
balance required for commerce, recreation and environ-
mental preservation to co-exist in the multi-faceted
Hudson River eco-system.

We work with the Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey on many projects, including those related to the
Comprehensive Port Improvement Plan, or CPIP. The
purpose of the CPIP project was for the CPIP Consortium
to prepare a comprehensive port improvement plan for
the Port of New York and New Jersey which will address
projected cargo demand to the year 2060 in an econom-
ically viable and environmentally sustainable approach;
and which would support the ongoing restoration of the
harbor and its environment.
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EPA Strategy for Sustainable Ports

National and Regional Initiatives

EPA has developed a Vision, Mission and Strategy for
Sustainable Ports which encourages voluntary efforts to
reduce the environmental impacts associated with mov-
ing goods through the marine transportation system.
EPA hopes to minimize the negative effects of goods
movement on human health and the environment by
encouraging best practices in port operations, emission
reduction incentives and the use of environmental man-
agement systems which proactively manage the envi-
ronmental footprint of a port.

NYSA approached the Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey to discuss the development, with EPA and
the various state agencies, of a comprehensive air qual-
ity plan. The Port Authority and USEPA, Region 2 con-
vened a series of meetings and the process of writing a
comprehensive regional plan is now underway. In the
meantime the Port Authority has made a commitment to
reduce the overall greenhouse gas emissions from the
public use of its facilities, which includes the emissions
of planes at its airports, cars and trucks at its river cross-
ings, and ships at its seaports, by 80% by 2050. 
In addition, the Port Authority set a short term goal of 
carbon neutrality from operations by 2010.  

New EPA Emission Standards for Locomotives and
Marine Compression-Ignition Engines were adopted in
March 2008. The new emission standards will continue
to reduce emissions associated with the port.  The three-
part EPA program includes tightening emission stan-

dards for existing locomotive and large marine diesel
engines when they are remanufactured, sets near term
emission standards for newly built locomotive and
marine diesel engines, and sets longer term emission
standards for newly built locomotive and marine diesel
engines that reflect the use of high efficiency air pollution
controls. When the regulations have been fully imple-
mented, it is anticipated that Particulate Matter (PM)
emissions will be reduced by as much as 90% and that
Nitrous Oxide (NOx) emissions will be reduced by as
much as 80%.

A major step forward in international air pollution control
was taken with the adoption of the Maritime Pollution
Prevention Act, signed into law in the United States in
July 2008. This new law will implement Annex VI of the
International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution
from Ships, more commonly known as MARPOL, provid-
ing air quality benefits for port communities in countries
that are signatories to the treaty.  Annex VI is a global
treaty that establishes emission limits for oxides of nitro-
gen (NOx), oxides of sulfur (SOx) and other pollutants
from vessels. Ships that do not fly under the U.S. flag
(most ships calling on this port) are not subject to EPA
emission standards; and this law is intended to provide
standards for those ships. The new law has been wide-
ly supported by maritime organizations in the U.S.,
including NYSA and the carrier members of NYSA
through their organization, the World Shipping Council. 

C02 emissions to carry one ton of cargo 1 km:
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Toward a Greener Future

NYSA Members Work Together
In addition to voluntary vessel speed reduction in New York Harbor, carriers (the major vessel owners and operators)
and terminal operators are implementing ways to reduce their carbon footprint through changes in fuel, fuel usage,
redesigned vessel engines, more efficient or reduced operations in port, non-toxic paint on ships, specially designed
engine lubricants, and compliance with international standards. Here are some examples of programs being institut-
ed around the world:

T The International Maritime Organization (IMO)
set limits on sulfur oxides and nitrous oxides
and prohibits deliberate emissions of ozone
depleting substances.

T Many ocean cargo carriers have moved to
eradicate the use of toxic underwater paint that
harms marine life.

T Carriers have incorporated tracking systems to
avoid harming the Northern Right Whale and
voluntarily comply with vessel speed reductions
in sighting areas.

T Through new designs and retrofitting existing
ships, carriers have incorporated Double
Hull/Interior Hull Fuel Tank Protection systems
to minimize the risk of oil pollution or fire.  

T Many newer ships have high-capacity oily
water separators which enable the oil content of
wastewater to be reduced; and larger separator
bilge oil and bilge oil holding tanks provide
more storage capacity, enabling these ships to
maximize the amount of waste that can be car-
ried reducing discharges and spills.

T Shipboard recycling and recycling is being car-
ried out in port facilities.

T Elimination of CFCs in refrigerated containers
and installation of energy efficient equipment
helps reduce electricity consumption and reduce
heat emissions.

T Many Carriers support use of alternative fuels to
reduce emissions.

T Ballast water treatment systems are being used
on many ships, and new systems and tech-
nologies are being tested.

T Carriers partner with EPA on the Smartway
Transport program which encourages better
management practices for truck transport, such
as no-idling zones.  

T All major carriers who are members of the
World Shipping Council have agreed to the
Federal Maritime Commission’s environmental
agenda, including the use of low sulfur fuel,
retiring old vessels and voluntary speed 
reduction programs where available.

T Many vessels in fleets visiting the Port of New
York and New Jersey have been awarded green
flag status at other ports of call in recognition of
their environmental initiatives and practices.

T Fuel management, which represents a signifi-
cant part of operating costs and is the easiest
way to reduce CO2, is being introduced. 

T Auto processing facilities employ best manage-
ment practices to reduce air emissions and
avoid discharging oil into water during its auto
processing activities.

T Terminal operators are participating in an on-
port evaluation of the performance of hybrid
yard tractors.

T Significant water quality benefits have been
achieved through port facility improvements
such as storm water runoff catch basins which
include oil and water separators.

T Many of NYSA's members have achieved ISO
certification for their documented ecological
approaches to business operations.
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Looking to the Future
There are many challenges ahead, including the current
economic slowdown, the rising cost of fuel, and global
warming. But the shipping industry is rising to the chal-
lenge with innovative technology and clean solutions to
our operations. Greener values must be part of all sound
environmental policy that we develop. We are comfort-
able with the environmental stewardship role we play,
supporting the resources that support us.  NYSA and its
members will continue to be good citizens of the global
community in this port and around the world. 
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Who is New York 
Shipping Association, Inc.

New York Shipping Association is an organization of
ocean cargo carriers, terminal operators, stevedores and
marine-related businesses that operate the ships, move
the cargo, train and employ the laborers, provide and
maintain the equipment that moves more than $166 
billion in cargo to the largest and richest consumer 
market in the world.
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NYSA Members 

American Maritime Service of New York, Inc.

American Stevedoring, Inc.

The American Sugar Refining Company

APL Limited

APM Terminals/Universal Maritime Service
Corporation

Asset Protection Group

Atlantic Container Line

Bay Container Repairs of New Jersey

Bermuda Agencies, Ltd.

Cargotec Services USA

Ceres Atlantic Terminals, Inc.

China Shipping (North America) Agency Co., Inc.

CMA-CGM (America) Inc.

Container Services of New Jersey, Inc.

COSCO Container Lines Americas, Inc.

CSAV Group North America

Ecuadorian Line, Inc.

Essex Cement Company

Evergreen Shipping Agency (America) Corporation

FAPS, Inc. (ASSOCIATE MEMBER) 

FJC Security Services, Inc.

Global Terminal & Container Services, L.L.C.

Hamburg Sud North America, Inc.

Hanjin Shipping Company, Ltd.

Hapag-Lloyd (America) Inc.

Hoegh Autoliners AS

Horizon Lines

“K” Line America, Inc. 

MJ Rudolph Kinder Morgan

M.P. Howlett, Inc.

Maersk Inc.

Maher Terminals LLC

McRoberts Protective Agency, Inc.

Michael Stapleton Associates

MOL (America) Inc.

New York Container Terminal, Inc. 

NYK Line (North America) Inc.

OOCL (USA), Inc.

Port Newark Container Terminal LLC

Ports America, Inc.

Portwide Cargo Securing Company

Safmarine, Inc.

Securitas Security Services USA, Inc.

The Shipping Corporation of India Limited

Sims | Metal

United Arab Shipping Company

Wallenius Wilhelmsen Logistics

Yang Ming Marine Transport Corporation (Yang
Ming Line)

Zim Integrated Shipping Services Ltd
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